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Introduction
In 1703 Piedmont joined the allies in the war against France. The duke of Savoy, Sua Altezza
Reale (S.A.R., His Royal Highness∗) Vittorio Amedeo II, known as “the Savoyard fox” for his
cunning, finally managed to beat La Feuillade’s French army at the famous battle of Torino, with
the help of an Imperial army led by his cousin Eugenio di Savoia-Soissons. Everybody knows that!
What many people don’t know is that, at the same time, a much smaller but no less heroic
campaign was fought between French general Jean-Claude Chatelain, Marquis D’Estocasse, and
the Piedmontese Andrea Brulliani Count of Castelpistola, known as “the Savoyard dupe” for his
cunning.
As you can see from the map below, D’Estocasse planned to break through the Ligurian Alps in
order to reach the frontier with Lombardy from the south. His aim was to place himself between
Torino and Eugenio di Savoia’s Imperial army, marching from Lombardy to relieve Torino from
the siege. Who won..? You decide it!

How to play it
This mini-campaign is composed by 3 linked battles, the outcome of each will determine the
strategic situation of the following (who will be the attacker, in which situation, etc.). It could end
as a more or less glorious victory for one side and disaster for the other, or as a draw.
The whole thing has been designed for play with Neil Thomas’ One Hour Wargames rules. In fact,
each battle correspond to one of the scenarios provided in the rules. Just play them as they are,
special rules included. If not noted otherwise, French player is always the Blue force. If victory
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conditions are different from the scenario in the book, it will be noted also. You’ll start with
Scenario 11 (S11), and then just follow the outcomes.
For those of you who don’t own 1HW (you should, by the way!), I also include some Notes with a
short description of the scenario, so that you can use this campaign with other wargames rules. I
will only provide you the key elements of the battle, as I would never want to break Mr. Thomas’
copyright. Note that all scenarios should have a time limit – you decide how many turns,
depending on your ruleset.
I include also a short introduction for each battle, so that the players know the strategic and
tactical situation of the battle they’re about to fight. These intros are taken from a real historical
study (not really…) from the famous XVIII cent. historian, the Abate Mirabotti (not quite..).

En avant, sans peur!

S11
FIRST BLOOD: CROSSING THE ALPS
…the Marquis could not read a map even if it was a matter of life and death: but this ended
up being an advantage for the French. The King’s army, after wandering for days in the
mountains as if they were in a drunken stupor, came out accidentally from the most secret and
least expected of the Alpine passes, guarded only by a small Savoyard detachment. A furious battle
ensued, as the Marquis pushed his men forward and the outnumbered Piedmontese tried to stop
the lily avalanche…

Notes: the French are attacking. There’s a bottleneck in the middle of the field, with two
impassable terrain pieces. Behind it, a crossroad. Savoyards must place 1/3 of the army in the
bottleneck: the rest of the army will arrive in subsequent turns. To win, you must control the
crossroad.
Outcomes:
Outcomes French victory, go to S10 – Piedmontese victory, go to S18

S10
STANDOFF AT MARSAGLIA
…Emboldened by their victorious crossing of the Alps, the French army hurled itself
towards the river Tanaro, which they crossed close to the city of Marsaglia. The Count of
Castelpistola, informed at last of the unexpected appearance of the enemy army, scrambled to
bring as many men as possible, knowing full well the danger which would menace the Duchy
should the enemy steamroll in the plain…

Notes
Notes: a road crosses the field from one angle to the other, and there’s a built-up area in one
corner, defended by the Savoyards. The French army will enter from the opposite edge. There are
two big impassable terrain areas. Two thirds of the Savoy army will arrive later, in two
contingents. To win you must control the town.
To 1HW players: the French are the Red army here!
Outcomes:
Outcomes French victory, S30 – Piedmontese victory, S2

S18
THE BRIDGE AT THE RIVER TANARO
…The French army, after the tough battle with the obdurate Savoyard contingent guarding the
pass, finally moved towards the Tanaro, which they hoped to cross at Marsaglia to overflow into
the plain. However, the heroic resistance of our valorous detachment was not at all useless. The
Count of Castelpistola, informed at last of the unexpected appearance of the enemy army, had
enough time to assembly all the men in the County and, sensing that the enemy would try to cross
at Marsaglia, prepared to counter attack…

Note: A river runs across the battlefield, with two fords close to each side edge of the field, and
one bridge at the center. The river is at around one third of the battlefield. On one edge, centrally,
there is a built-up area. The French will enter from this edge, not knowing about the fords.. To
win you mjst control the built up area.
Victory.
Victory. Savoy player wins by controlling both the bridge and the built-up area. Otherwise it’s a
French victory.
Outcomes: French victory, S2 – Piedmontese victory S13

S13
“VICTOIRE!”
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…the daring Savoyard counterattack at Marsaglia pushed the French back in such disorder
that their retreat soon turned a rout. The Marquis arranged with his officers to try to regroup in
the security of the French alps, beyond the same Col di Tenda pass from which they entered
Piedmont a month ago with much self-confidence. But Castelpistola, sensing that complete victory
was at hand, pushed his men forward with utmost haste in order to prevent the enemy reaching
the pass. D'Estocasse realized that a last battle was ahead: not to finally open the way for Torino as
he would have hoped, but to save the remnant of his army…

Notes:
Notes the field is mostly open, with two impassable terrain placed at random. The Savoy army
will appear piecemeal, in three different turns and from three different directions. The French
must exit one third of its army from the road which runs across the field, in the center, otherwise
it’s a Savoy victory.
Outcomes: Savoy victory, see Epilogues - Glorious Savoyard victory! Otherwise, see Epilogues Savoyard victory!
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Savoyard battle cry. Yes, in French.

S30
“POUR LE ROI ET POUR LA FRANCE!”
... after its surprise irruption from the Col di Tenda pass and its smashing victory at
Marsaglia, the French army rushed towards Asti. His forces shattered, his army largely scattered
or missing, Castelpistola hastily assembled a small detachment from whatever unit he could find.
S.A.R., fearing the consequences of the presence of a French army between Torino and the
arriving Imperial army advancing from Lombardy, managed to send the Count a few of his
precious Guardie ducali battalions. Castelpistola took the field in front of Asti, determined to stop
the French from reaching their objective, or die trying...

Notes: The French army should be around 50% larger than the Piedmontese, but the Savoyards
should all be superior quality. A river runs across the battlefield, parallel to the lower edge, with
two bridges each close to one side edge: there’s a town in front of one bridge. Beyond the river
there’s an hill with a redoubt which can be occupied by entrenched Piedmontese. The French
must occupy the town and the redoubt.
Outcomes: French victory, see Epilogues - Glorious French victory! Otherwise, see Epilogues French victory!

S2
THE FINAL BATTLE
.. both armies having so far fighting numerous battles, and enjoying both victory and defeat,
the Marquis D’Estocasse and the Count of Castelpistola decided to give them rest, but taking care
to remain in view of the enemy lest he may slip away. The two commanders also took this
occasion to reinforce their armies by reuniting all the various contingents they left behind. So, in
the morning of June 25, the French and the Savoyard armies took the field. It was to be the last
and the decisive battle of the campaign, awarding glory and honors to the victor, and eternal
shame to the loser…

Notes
Notes: it’s a pitched battle. There’s one crossroad on one corner of the field, and a gentle hill on
the opposite corner. Whoever controls both, wins. If not, it’s a draw.
Outcomes: French victory, see – Epilogues: French Victory.
Victory Savoyard Victory, see Epilogues:
Savoyard Victory.
Victory Draw, see Epilogues: Useless draw.
draw.

EPILOGUE(S)
Glourious French victory!

D’Estocasse. You are triumphant! You are promoted Marechal de France and proposed to marry a
Princess of blood (albeit an ugly one). You arrive in Lombardy just after Prince Eugene’s army
already reached Torino.
Castelpistola. You are disgraced and relieved of your command. Your wife runs away with you
sworn enemy, the Count of Asti-Cinzano. You die in misery in 1708 after ingesting an inordinate
amount of gianduiotti.

French victory!
D’Estocasse. You arrive triumphantly at Torino just in time to join La Feuillade’s army before the
arrival of Eugenio. You are then killed in the ensuing battle.

Castelpistola. You are disgraced and, after the final Savoyard victory, sidelined at the Court. Your
wife runs away with you sworn enemy, the Count of Asti-Cinzano. You die in 1708 after
ingesting an inordinate amount of truffle.
Useless draw

Both. Your advance is checked: the stalemate contributes nothing to the war effort. You wait in
vain for reinforcements, and your army wastes away by desertions and diseases. You die of
diarrhea after catching Escherichia Coli from not well cooked quails.
Glorious Savoyard victory!

Castelpistola. You return in triumph at Torino after the war, and are awarded the most
prestigious Ordine dei Santi Maurizio e Lazzaro (thus causing you sworn enemy, the Count of
Asti-Cinzano, an heart attack). You have a love affairs with Prince Eugene.
D’Estocasse. You are disgraced and relieved of your command. Your wife runs away with you
sworn enemy, Aymar de Roquefeuil du Bousquet. You die in misery in 1708 after ingesting an
inordinate amount of foie gras.
Savoyard victory!

Castelpistola. You return at Torino just after the battle which relieves the siege. Your glory is
unfortunately clouded by the King and Eugene’s victory. You are awarded the Order of the
Tooter. You have a love affairs with Prince Eugene.
D’Estocasse. You lose the King’s favour and are derided at Court. Your wife runs away with you
sworn enemy, Aymar de Roquefeuil du Bousquet. You die in 1708 after ingesting an inordinate
amount of oysters.

